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Lot

Description

1

A signed Richard Robjent print 'English Partridges', framed and glazed, 13" x 18"

2

A Simon Trinder watercolour 'Shoveler', signed lower right, framed and glazed, 10" x 14"

3

A Simon Trinder watercolour of stags in landscape, signed lower right, framed and glazed, 13 1/2" x 17 1/2"

4

A 'snipe shooting' print with another, both framed and glazed

5

An unsigned oil on canvas of fish and creel, attributed to Edward Coleman 24" x 29"

6

Five volumes of 'Fur and Feather', all dated 1890's with seven volumes of 'Fur Feather and Fin', all dated turn of 19th/20th Century

7

A pair of male 'Gemsbok' horns, mounted on shield marked Gemsbok Male Port Elizabeth 1893

8

A pair of antlers mounted on shield

9

A pair of horns mounted on shield

10

A taxidermy magpie standing on a tree branch

11

A taxidermy raven mounted on a wooden plinth

12

A taxidermy English partridge mounted on a plinth

13

A taxidermy scene of a rabbit being preyed on by a stoat, all under a fine glass dome

14

A taxidermy tawny owl in a naturalistic setting under a fine glass dome

15

A taxidermy woodpecker with a brambling cased within a naturalistic setting, 19 1/2" x 14"

16

A taxidermy badger mounted on a plinth by Adrian Edwards, Norwich

17

A vintage taxidermy of a hen kestrel with its prey mounted on wooden plinth

18

A taxidermy fox mounted on plinth

19

A taxidermy of two magpies mounted on V shaped branch

20

A taxidermy fox's head mounted on wooden shield

21

A taxidermy fox's head mounted on wooden shield

22

A taxidermy of a cock pheasant mounted on a plinth

23

A taxidermy of a hen pheasant mounted on a plinth

24

A taxidermy of a hare's head mounted on shield

25

A taxidermy stoat mounted on plinth with tree stump

26

A taxidermy of a crow mounted on black plinth

27

A taxidermy of a jay mounted on a bark plinth

28

A taxidermy blue mink on tree trunk plinth

29

A taxidermy iguana lizard

30

A collection of world butterflies and moths by Major H.L.Bennett, approx 40 specimens mounted in glazed mahogany case, 36" x 13"

31

A collection of world butterflies and moths by Major H.L.Bennett, approx 47 specimens mounted in two glazed mahogany cases, 13" x
17" each

32

A taxidermy of a Brazilian piranha

33

A taxidermy of a pikes head on shield marked 14/3/77 Pike 11lbs Earsham G.D.G.

34

A taxidermy band of five toads playing various instruments

35

A silver plated mounted horse hoof inkwell marked Patsy 1909-14 with another hoof named Daisy 1909-14 mounted as a matchbox
holder together with a pocket flask

36

A pair of silver plated mounted candlestick hooves

37

Various taxidermy including dressed white rat etc

38

A collection of five various handmade walking sticks

39

Two shooting sticks

40

A small brass 'spotting' scope marked W.W.Greener Gunmaker Birmingham with letter from Graham N Greener (Director)

41

A vintage edition of 'Gun, Pistol and Trapping Guide', includes many gun adverts etc

42

WITHDRAWN A scarce 1st pattern F&S fighting knife complete with sheath

43

A genuine 'Buck' locking knife model 500 Duke, complete with leather case and original box

44

A brass 12 bore extractor/whistle

45

A hip flask with silver fittings and cup, both dated Birmingham 1911

46

A silver plated hip flask by James Dixon & Sons, a fine example

47

A silver hip flask, London 1888

48

A Curtis's and Harveys 5lb tin for extra coarse grain gunpowder for duck and coast shooting (empty)

49

A vintage bullet mould

50

A set of four silver menu holders depicting game birds (one stand as found)

51

A conical flask by Dixons within its leather case (case as found)

52

A vintage (1930's) Lyman '422 Expert' gun sight, complete with mounts

53

A silver cased set of ten butt markers by John Henry Hill, London 1924

54

A silver cased set of eight butt markers, case marked Birmingham 1912 and G.U. (George Unite)

55

A set of four Victorian 'game bird' pot lids (framed) with four matching Patum Peperium paste lids with pots

56

A Webley & Scott 'Supertarget' .177 cal air rifle S/No.A0773, the rifle is fitted with the correct rear and front sights for this model (both
Parker Hale) and overall is in outstanding condition

57

A B.S.A. light or ladies model air rifle, S/No.L19339 c1924, the rifle is all complete and in good working order with bright finish

58

A rare Webley MkI .22 cal air rifle S/No.1067, the MkI was produced from 1926 until 1929, this example has all the correct markings and
is in overall good condition (with re-finish to stock)

59

A Victorian air rifle/cane of approx 120 bore with leather covered air reservoir stock, this lot also comes with its key and air pump

60

A Percussion belt/pocket pistol by W.Bond London, 8 1/4" overall with a 4" barrel of approx 38 bore, captive ramrod and belt hook both
in place

61

A Flinklock pistol with brass furniture and decorative stock, 17 1/2" overall with a 10" barrel (rod missing)

62

A percussion pocket pistol with concealed trigger, 7 1/2" overall with a 3" octagonal barrel of approx 72 bore, this fine quality pistol has
engraved metalwork and a ebony 'bag shaped' one piece grip (slight hairline crack to L/H/S)

63

A percussion pocket pistol with bag shaped one piece grip, 8 1/4" overall with a 3" turn-off barrel of approx 38 bore, action marked
'Reilly London', overall in very good condition

64

A percussion target pistol with fluted grip to stock and Damascus barrel, 11" overall with a 5 1/2" octagonal barrel of approx 48 bore, this
quality pistol has engraved lock and hammer, butt trap and rod in place, overall a fine continental pistol

65

A brass framed Flintlock pocket pistol with concealed trigger, 5 1/2" overall with a 1 1/2" turn-off barrel, slab sided one-piece grip, slide
safety and L/H/S marked W.Richards, a good honest pistol of its type

66

A six shot 7mm cal pin fire double action revolver, a very good clean example retaining a high percentage of original finish, complete
with its hard purse case

67

A six shot 7mm cal pin fire closed frame double action revolver, this is a fine example with strong action, engraved frame and cylinder
complete with its soft purse case (foresight missing)

68

A six shot 7mm cal pin fire double action revolver, a very fine example retaining a high percentage of original finish, complete with
extractor in butt and in a later fitted case, including four blanks

69

A Sea Service/Coastguard percussion pistol, 11 1/2" overall with a 6" .56 bore barrel, lock marked Crown over V.R. Tower and dated
1847, stock profusely marked, a good example of this classic Victorian pistol

70

An East India Company percussion holster pistol, 15 1/2" overall with a 9" barrel of approx 16 bore with captive ramrod, locked marked
with 'rampant lion', in overall fine condtion

71

A Flintlock holster pistol, 15 1/2" overall with a 9" barrel of approx 16 bore with captive ramrod, lock marked with rampant lion, in overall
good condition

72

A Flintlock pistol with brass furniture and captive ramrod, lock with border line engraving, slide safety and marked 'Richards', 15 3/4"
overall with a 8 1/2" barrel of approx 16 bore, this fine pistol is in exceptional condition

73

A long Flintlock Sea Service pistol in .56" cal, 18 1/2" overall with a 12" barrel, lock marked with Crowned G.R. and Tower, a fine very
clean example with strong action and belt hook in place

74

A Smith & Wesson model No.2 Army revolver in .32 R/F cal with 5" barrel (possible licenced example) retailed by George Jeffries
Norwich, S/No.1441, this is also an early example having two pins in top strap, retaining some original finish

75

An '1856' .577 rifled percussion Cavalry pistol, 15 1/2" overall with a 10" barrel with one standing and two leaf sights, lock marked with
Crown over V.R. 1858 Tower, good clean stock and proof marks, overall in excellent condition for a now 'scarce' pistol

76

A cased six shot transitional percussion revolver by W.A.Beckwith London, 13" overall with a 6" octagonal barrel of approx 54 bore, in
overall very good condition complete with oak case (trade label as found) including Hawksley powder flask, combination rammer/mould
etc, the top of lid with escutche ...[more]

77

A cased five shot Adams Patent revolver of approx 140 bore, R/H/S frame marked Adams Patent 16851 (cylinder also No.16851) L/H/S
frame marked Adams 1856 Patent, top flat marked A.Francotte A Liége, revolver is in very fine condition with its English oak fitted box
which includes Hawksley flask, bull ...[more]

78

An unusual cased six shot Pepperbox revolver, stocked with a fully engraved German silver stock and trigger guard, with blued hammer,
slide safety and barrels, butt-trap engraved 'W.Child' London, the Pepperbox is in overall fine condition (but action as found), the fitted
box is complete with powde ...[more]

79

A cased pair of 'Manstoper' percussion belt pistols of approx 16 bore, each pistol having engraved lock and hammer, captive ramrod
and belt hook, an overall length of 10" with a 6" octagonal barrel, marked W.Jackson London, each pistol is in outstanding condition
retaining most of their original fin ...[more]

80

A period cased miniature pepperbox revolver, the revolver has blued barrels with engraved action and back strap, the case is ebony
with brass stringing and is in the 'close fitting' style, there is a full set of accoutrements consisting of powder flask, bullet mould, cap box
with caps and screwdrive ...[more]

81

A Snider (.577 cal) Cavalry carbine by I.Hollis & Sons, lock marked 'Maker to Her Majesty's War Department', with a good working
action and a fine bore, .577 Snider obsolete cal, no licence required to purchase only

82

A .577 muzzle loading two band rifle by Pritchard, this volunteer model is in overall good condition with a fine bore, nipple protector and
rod both in place

83

A Peabody's Martini action rifle in .43 (Spanish) cal, lock marked Peabody's Pat July 22nd 1862, in overall very good condition with a
fair bore, .43 (Spanish) obsolete cal, no licence required to purchase only

84

A Snider (.577 cal) three band rifle by B.S.A. & MCO, lock dated 1875, in overall good condition with a fair bore, .577 Snider obsolete
cal, no licence required to purchase only

85

A German bolt action 'Schutzen' target rifle by W.Wiesecke Leipzig, the rifle is built on a 1871 Mauser bolt action and is chambered for
the 9.5 x 42R cartridge, the stock is profusely carved and bi-metal inlay to breech, the butt has built-in patch box which is heavenly
engraved as is the action, t ...[more]

86

A 1844 model Yeomanry carbine in .650, lock marked V.R. (under Crown) and Tower 1844, captive ramrod, saddle bar and ring, also
nipple protector are all in place, the carbine overall is in outstanding condition, please note apart from brass furniture, metal work is
cleaned bright, as is correct for ...[more]

87

An 1853 three band Enfield .577 cal rifle, lock marked with Crown over V.R., Tower and dated 1857, in overall good condition with a
good bore, the rifle is complete with a period bayonet (Indian markings) and a later leather sling (N.B. old stock repair under lock)

88

A Westley Richards & Co 'monkey tail' breech capping carbine in .450 cal, this historic carbine is in excellent condition, retaining a very
high percentage of original finish and an excellent bore, the original rod is in place and the lock and barrel both have all the correct
markings etc

89

A .300 Rook rifle with barrel marked 'Gallyon and Son Cambridge', this classic side-lever action rifle has horn finished forend and pistol
grip with octagonal barrel having one standing and two folding leaf rear sights, in overall very fine condition and a good bore, '300 rook'
obsolete cal, no lice ...[more]

90

A good Lovells 1842 .65" bore Percussion carbine, lock dated 1847, walnut full stock stamped with broad arrow over over B.O. and
dated 1847, brass furniture with butt tang marked R.P. 136, lock and bayonet catch in G.W.O., this classic arm also comes with its
correct bayonet marked R.P. and scabbard

91

Approx 180 (two boxes) of 12 bore Eley-Kynoch unused primed paper cases, this item can only be purchased by someone with a
current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

92

Various 8 and 10 bore cartridges with an empty 4 bore Eley Bro's case, this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid
shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

93

A collection of small calibre pin-fire, rim-fire and centre-fire cartridges including blanks, shot etc, this item can only be purchased by
someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

94

Approx 22 various pin-fire shotgun cartridges with approx 10 pin-fire unused cases, this item can only be purchased by someone with a
current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

95

Two large boxes of various foreign cartridges, this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or an
R.F.D.

96

A box of Eley No.3 long shot (9mm Flobert) cartridges, this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid shotgun
certificate or an R.F.D.

97

A quantity of 7mm pin-fire blanks

98

Three boxes of 'collectors cartridges', this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

99

Three boxes of Gallyons cartridges with a box of 'The Laxfield', this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid
shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

100

Seven boxes of various shotgun cartridges, this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or an
R.F.D.

101

A box of Eley Gastight cartridges with a box of pneumatic cartridges and a box of (war time issue) Eley Kynoch, all three being 12 bore,
this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

102

A mixed lot of shotgun cartridges including a box of B.A.S.C.75 (1908-1983) anniversary issue and a full box (50) Eley No.3 long shot,
this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

103

Thirty three brass 8 bore cases plus six Eley Kynoch paper cases, together with dies, wads, primers, bespoke powder measures and an
8 bore ammunition book by Douglas McDougall, this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or
an R.F.D.

104

The 'V.C.' gun case by E.J.Churchill in overall good condition with two trade labels on inside of lid

105

An unusual Victorian mahogany glazed gun display cabinet, this is a wall hanging cabinet with hooks mounted beneath for cartridge
belts, dog leads etc, 53" x 30" (lock as found)

106

An oak bespoke floor standing gun rack, to hold ten long arms

107

A taxidermy cased and mounted bird in naturalistic setting, case 11" x 11"

108

A folding O/U combination shotgun, 20 bore top barrel and .410 lower barrel, by Ivestarm (Italian) overall in excellent condition,
S/No.437158, this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

109

A 30-30 level action Winchester model 94 in good condition, S/No.4167527, this item can only be purchased by someone with a current
valid firearms certificate with permission to acquire or an R.F.D.

110

A .22 Magnum R/F bolt action rifle by Anschutz in very good condition complete with 3-9x50 Hawke scope, S/No.1384129, this item can
only be purchased by someone with a current valid firearms certificate with permission to acquire or an R.F.D.

111

A 7.62mm x 51/.308 bolt action rifle by Mannlicher, set trigger model in overall excellent condition with moderator if required,
S/No.119008, this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid firearms certificate with permission to acquire or an
R.F.D.

112

A .22 LR bolt action rifle by BRNO, this 'left handed' example is in excellent condition and is complete with a Hawke 3-4x40 scope and
moderator if required, S/No.A141332, this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid firearms certificate with
permission to acquire or an R.F.D.

113

A 12 bore O/U shotgun by Merkel, S/No.58938, 28" barrels with good bores, this is a '303' model with fully engraved action, trigger
guard etc, in overall good condition, this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

114

A 12 bore side-by-side box lock ejector by Gallyon & Sons, 25" barrels with fine bores, S/No.11932, the shotgun was completed 30/5/60
and was a 4th grade with 25" barrels choked 1/4 and 3/4 and retailed at £110, thank you to Mr Gallyon for makers information, this item
can only be purchased by someo ...[more]

115

A 12 bore side-by-side hammer shotgun by Darlows Norwich, S/No.10795, NB black powder proof only, this item can only be purchased
by someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

116

A Winchester O/U shotgun with 27" barrels with excellent bores, S/No.PK402362, top rib marked Pigeon Grade, in overall excellent
condition, this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

117

A Gamba O/U 12 bore shotgun, S/No.69749, this is the 'gold' model with 28" barrels and fine bores, overall in excellent condition with
the added benefit of a hand detachable lock, this item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or an
R.F.D.

118

A 12 bore side-by-side box lock ejector by William Evans London, S/No.15184, 28" barrels with 'fair' bores, this classic English shotgun
also comes with its leather fitted case with good trade label, cleaning items and a pair of W.Evans snap caps (old professional repair to
wrist), this item can onl ...[more]

119

A .410 S/B folding shotgun, S/No.C3227 with side lever opening and barrel marked Cogswell & Harrison London 168 Piccadilly, this
item can only be purchased by someone with a current valid shotgun certificate or an R.F.D.

120

A Smith & Wesson double action first model revolver in .44 Russian cal, S/No.22900 circa late 1880's, first produced 1881 until early
20th Century, 54,668 in total, this example blued finish with a 4" barrel, there is slight surface loss to L/H M.O.P. grip, but overall the
revolver is in excellent c ...[more]

121

An 8 bore double barrel hammer shotgun by J.D.Dougall, using his famous 'lock fast' action/conversion for muzzle loaders, he has used
wonderful Damascus barrels by Purdey (marked on top rib) c1844 the barrels are now 33" with good bores, overall this wonderful
shotgun of historic merit is in excelle ...[more]

122

An extremely rare Winchester 1866 model (Yellowboy) musket/infantry rifle, S/No.34202 c1870, this example is a 3rd model and in .44
rim fire cal (obsolete), the brass butt-plate has trap in place and numbered 17-G, there is also No 398 impressed into L/H/S of stock,
action works well, with loading g ...[more]

